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Reviewer's report:

I think the authors have largely responded to most of the comments of my previous review. They are however a revisions hat authors should make. These are general minor essential revisions.

1. Just for the sake of clarification, is the curriculum in UCC a hybrid PBL or completely PBL. From my understanding, a hybrid PBL refers to one that is not completely PBL but incorporates some aspects of PBL. Going through the entire manuscript I will like to believe that the UCC curriculum is completely PBL.
2. Problem-based learning in line 37 of the abstract should be replaced with the abbreviated “PBL”. This should be considered in the rest of the summary section.
3. Authors have not responded to the following comment in line 59 of the previous and current versions of the manuscript.

“Authors should also include School of Medicine and Health Sciences, University for Development Tamale, Ghana as one of the "late adopters" in Ghana.”
4. Authors have not responded to the following comment in line 86 of the previous and current versions of the manuscript.

“University of Development Studies” should be changed to “University for Development Studies”
5. Authors have not responded to the following comment in line 214 in the previous version and line 232 in the current version of the manuscript.

“After the word rewarded, there should a period. Such as “…rewarded. Assessment…”
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